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ABSTRACT'~' 
In this thesis, I report on a critical and reflective practitioner heuristic inquiry 
investigating three case studies on the adoption and use of a Web-based 
knowledge management system. In addition, I investigate the research process 
itself and my own professional academic practices. Of particular interest is the 
conversion of group's, individual's, and eventually my own tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge, whether in the organisational or person"\ domains. In this 
thesis, I seek to explain why the explication of tacit knowledge is important for 
individuals, organisations, and me, with a potential to motivate efficiency and 
effectiveness and especially empowerment within an ethical emergence. 
The theoretical perspective adopted in this study draws from several sources. 
Critical theory, especially Habermas' theory of communicative action, numerous 
other theoretical frameworks and models from information systems research, with 
a touch of Denida's poslmodemist tool of deconstruction, and also some 
theoretical underpinnings of heuristic inquiry with ethnographic elements. The 
study anns to bring out inner dialogue and open discourse responses in one-on-one 
interviews within a phenomenological, reflective practitioner methodology. This 
approach is to encourage inner growth and development of both the interviewer 
and the interviewed that can be part of an emerging balanced wholeness within the 
individuals and organisations involved. Using such nn approach has resulted in 
challenges to not only the positivist and interpretative perspectives, but also 
suggestions to deepen critical perspectives and reflective practitioner approaches. 
To explore these themes, 1 employ three approaches: the first case study uses a 
largely positivist approach, the second a largely interpretative approach, and the 
~ Jmportllnt Note: All nome• and somo inconsequential details hove been cluUigcd to ensure 
odcquote ononym!ty ond care for at! persons and ol! orgonisations concerned, which were 
rescan:hcd os port of my originnl doctorat progrnmme in o state of Auslri!Tia. My supcrvisornnd I 
subsequently decided to pursue an heuristic critical reflective proctitioner rcscan:h inquiry in wh!cb 
we were activcty challenged by severo\ aoadcmics and wen: working In on environment restricting 
our full ocodemic, culturnl, ond polit•'cal freedoms. 

































































































































































































































































































































































































